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Burberry sees  a pos itive future based on mos t recent interim report. Image courtesy of Burberry

 
By LUXURY DAILY NEWS SERVICE

Luxury Daily's live news for Nov. 12:

Burberry makes solid strategic progress amid pandemic challenges
British fashion house Burberry has released its HY 2020/2021 interim report, showing positive growth in a year
riddled by obstacles.

Please click here to read the article

Fendi takes a step toward sustainability with new factory construction
LVMH-owned Italian fashion brand Fendi is taking a significant step in its construction of the new factory in the
Tuscan countryside by laying the foundation stone.

Please click here to read the article

Jet Linx is official private aviation partner for Neiman Marcus' fantasy gifts
Private aviation firm Jet Linx has been selected as the official private aviation partner for the 2020 Neiman Marcus
Fantasy Gifts in its iconic Christmas Book.

Please click here to read the article

Jason Wu teams up with QVC for size-inclusive collection
New York-based fashion designer Jason Wu is collaborating with QVC, a long-time pioneer in size-inclusive fashion,
accessories and footwear, to create a size-inclusive collection.

Please click here to read the article

Travel industry looks to digitalization, sustainability to survive pandemic: Euromonitor
Travel and tourism experienced an existential crisis in 2020 due to COVID-19 and hospitality brands have turned to
innovation through multiple forms as digitalization and sustainability rapidly accelerate.

Please click here to read the article
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